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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(4)01.With only a week left, we are shooting the film on a very tight ________.  

(1)firework (2)delivery (3)lawn (4)schedule 

(2)02.The local ________ were angry at the lack of parking spaces.  

(1)cartons (2)residents (3)outskirts (4)schemes 

(3)03.Since there's no ________ seat left, I have no choice but to go to another room.  

(1)shallow (2)transparent (3)vacant (4)depreciative 

(1)04.Too ________ to speak up, he remained silent throughout the entire meeting.  

(1)timid (2)abstract (3)vivid (4)freckled 

(1)05.Scientists have found new ways to ________ the pain brought by the disease.  

(1)relieve (2)amend (3)condemn (4)determine 

(1)06.When I heard my grandma was very sick, I moved back home and nursed her to ________.  

(1)health (2)advice (3)patient (4)benefit 

(2)07.Don't judge the restaurant by its price. The dishes cost little but they are indeed ________.  

(1)cautious (2)delicious (3)notorious (4)ridiculous 

(3)08.Practice makes perfect. If you want to ________ a certain skill, you need to practice.  

(1)propose (2)compete (3)improve (4)motivate 

(3)09.Andy knew how to ________ the situation, so he took action quickly to solve the problem.  

(1)create (2)worsen (3)handle (4)assume 

(2)10.Because I forgot to make a ________, we ended up waiting for a long time outside the popular restaurant.  

(1)decoration (2)reservation (3)cancellation (4)transmission 

(4)11.If I criticize him, he gets ________ and starts shouting.  

(1)economical (2)respectful (3)faithful (4)aggressive 

(2)12.As she entered the room, she ________ that every man in the room had removed his hat.  

(1)resisted (2)observed (3)mended (4)destroyed 

(1)mourn (2)delegate (3)sharpen (4)dispose 

(3)13.A workman must ________ his tools if he is to do his work well.  
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(1)14.The firefighters had to ________ the four people trapped in their vehicles.  

(1)rescue (2)neglect (3)convey (4)fulfill 

(1)15.The task requires extraordinary ________ and endurance.  

(1)patience (2)theory (3)contract (4)introduction 

(4)16.Now the factories are ________ a very large number of blankets and the employees are working late.  

(1)praying (2)enjoying (3)indicating (4)producing 

(2)17.Due to the wide ________ of flavors in its product, the company grossed over 15 million dollars last year.  

(1)congestion (2)variety (3)apprehension (4)bluntness 

(1)18.The liquid is much thicker and sweeter now because it has been ________.  

(1)condensed (2)retracted (3)detonated (4)entangled 

(4)19.________ based on age, race, or sex is an example of social injustice.  

(1)Conductivity (2)Insomnia (3)Hydrogen (4)Discrimination 

(3)20.The ________ of the new species is related to the extinction of some local insects.  

(1)comparison (2)objectivity (3)emergence (4)coincidence 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(3)21.Look! Someone ________ at you.  

(1)stare (2)stares (3)is staring (4)are staring 

(1)22.Whether aliens exist or not ________ a question for humans all the times.  

(1)is (2)are (3)was (4)were 

(3)23.When you called me last night, I ________ to sleep.  

(1)have gone (2)have been going (3)had gone (4)would have gone 

(1)24.This place is definitely ________.  

(1)worth a visit (2)worth of visit (3)worthy visiting (4)worthwhile visiting 

(2)25.Most of the trees were damaged ________ they had to be taken down.  

(1)such bad so (2)so badly that (3)bad so as (4)badly for that 

(1)26.Traffic was terrible this morning. That's ________ I was late.  

(1)why (2)what (3)while (4)where 

(4)27.Instead of just giving the homeless money, we should help them find a way to help ________.  

(1)them (2)their (3)theirs (4)themselves 

(2)28.In shopping, Emma shows preference for comfortable clothes than stylish ________.  

(1)one (2)ones (3)others (4)another 

(1)29.The meeting is going nowhere, ________ we decide to take a break and come back to it later.  

(1)so (2)or (3)for (4)nor 

(3)30.As far as I am concerned, learning to take care of a baby is ________ than learning English.  

(1)very difficult (2)as difficult as (3)more difficult (4)the most difficult 

(2)31.He knew the files could be of help to ________ took over the job.  
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(1)who (2)whoever (3)which (4)that 

(4)32.A: Have you ever seen a comet? B: Yes, I've seen ________ before.  

(1)it (2)that (3)such (4)one 

(4)33.The cost of living has ________ higher than anticipated.  

(1)rised (2)raised (3)rose (4)risen 

(3)34.Difficult situations ________ may push someone from obscurity to fame overnight.  

(1)are like those (2)like they (3)like those (4)are like them 

(4)35.Miracles ________, although the odds are rare.  

(1)happening (2)to happen (3)does happen (4)do happen 

(3)36.The thief's image ________ on the security camera and he soon became the target of the police.  

(1)caught (2)had caught (3)was caught (4)who caught 

(3)37.________ a good salary and good environment to work in, what's not to love about this job?  

(1)At (2)By (3)With (4)From 

(2)38.Stephen Curry is a great figure on the basketball court, ________ everyone with his good skills and shooting accu-

racy.  

(1)impressed (2)impressing (3)he impresses (4)has impressed 

(1)39.The collapse of a huge building in Tainan made people ________ the importance of structural integrity of their 

houses.  

(1)realize (2)realized (3)realizing (4)to realize 

(3)40.________ that the lack of rainfall in spring will cause severe drought island-wide this year.  

(1)It says (2)Saying (3)It is said (4)People are said 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

When we call someone “pig” or “swine”,we do not mean it as a compliment. But pigs do not    41    to be 

used as a symbol for an insult. They are probably not as dirty as they are made out to be.    42    one pig keeper, swine 

are very clean when allowed to live in a clean environment. He feels pigs are usually dirty simply    43    their keepers 

don't clean their pens. In any case, no one has proven that the pig that wallows in mud prefers that     44    a cool bath. 

Furthermore, pigs are smarter than most people think. Many farmers, for example, have observed that pigs frequently 

undo complicated bolts on gates    45    greener pastures or romance. So the next time you call someone a pig, perhaps it 

ought to be someone you wish to praise. 

(1)41.(1)deserve (2)preserve (3)interest. (4)arrange 

(2)42.(1)Owing to (2)According to (3)In addition to (4)When it comes to 

(4)43.(1)while (2)before (3)though (4)because 

(1)44.(1)to (2)as　 (3)for (4)from 

(2)45.(1)in order to 

第二篇： 

If you're an artist, you probably have an opinion about Bob Ross, and I'm no exception to that. Personally, I think in 

his life he did a lot of good—most notably by encouraging    46    numbers of people to start painting, even if they'd  

(2)in search of (3)in return for (4)in contrast with 
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been discouraged from doing art before. But there are a few problems with theBob Ross Method which have kept me 

from being a    47    of what he taught. First of all, the way that Bob Ross teaches, most of his students' paintings end up 

looking just    48    his. This may be fine in the beginning, but all it does in the long run is encourage a    

  49    on Bob Ross. In other words, what happens when a truly dedicated “Bob Ross Method” painter wants to paint 

a scene that Bob never covered? Where do they go for help? There's really nowhere to go. They're stuck, because they 

were never taught how to    50    ideas for paintings on their own.  

(2)46.(1)thickening (2)countless (3)diminished (4)grateful 

(4)47.(1)boss (2)critic (3)novice (4)fan 

(3)48.(1)down (2)be (3)like (4)past 

(1)49.(1)dependence (2)contrast (3)skepticism (4)nativity 

(3)50.(1)steer clear of (2)look up to (3)come up with (4)fall far from 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

You're in the kitchen cooking chicken. After taste-testing the dish, you find it too bland, so you reach for the salt. 

But wait. Is salt the only seasoning that can add flavor to your meal? No! Herbs can be a great, healthy substitute for 

salt. 

Why should you be concerned about your salt intake? The reason is because too much salt can lead to high blood 

pressure, and itcan impact your cholesterol. So reduce your salt intake with herbs.They add flavor but don't raise your 

blood pressure. Since most people eat too much salt, the folks at Wellcat.com created the “More Herbs, Less Salt Day

” on August 29th to encourage the eating of herbs. Late August is indeed an appropriate time to celebrate this special 

day. The harvest of garden herbs is at a peak. There's nothing better than fresh garden herbs in your favorite recipes.  

But what exactly is an herb? It is the green or leafy part of a plant used to enhance the flavor of food. Some popu-

larherbs in western cooking include parsley, basil, rosemary and cilantro. Dried herbs are popular in Asia, so you can 

find them at most supermarkets. On the other hand, the fresh herb selection is more limited. Since fresh herbs have bet-

ter flavor, try an international store to find some. Make sure the herbs look clean and have no bruises. Remember, fresh 

herbs taste best when used immediately, so don't buy too much at one time. If you can't use all of your herbs at once, 

dry the rest by hanging them upside down out of direct sunlight. You'll know they're dry when they easily crumble. 

How can you start using herbs? You can use cilantro and thyme to enhance the flavor of noodle dishes. For an Ital-

ian flare, sprinkle some oregano and basil on your next pork or chicken dish. Reducing your salt consumption doesn't 

have to mean tasteless meals. Experiment with herbs to discover a whole new world of flavors! 

(4)51.Which of the following can be the best title to this passage?  

(1)A Celebration in Late August (2)The Healing Secrets of Herbs 

(3)A Shopping Trip for Fresh Herbs (4)Forget the Salt and Choose Herbs 

(2)52.What does “it” in the second paragraph refer to?  

(1)Low salt intake. (2)High blood pressure. 

(3)The use of seasonings. (4)The taste-test of dishes. 

(3)53.What kind of information is very likely to be found in Wellcat.com?  

(1)Sugar is a better choice than salt.. (2)Top 10 popular gardens for picnics. 

(3)Facts why herbs are better than salt.. (4)How to create a special day for your folks. 
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(1)54.Which of the following is NOT a kind of herb?  

(1)Flare (2)Basil (3)Parsley (4)Cilantro 

(2)55.What is suggested when using herbs in home-cooked dishes?  

(1)Crumble the herbs before adding them to your dishes. 

(2)The herbs should look clean and have no black marks. 

(3)Extra herbs should be dried under the straight sunlight. 

(4)Dried herbs will give more flavor than newly picked ones. 

第二篇： 

With more than fifty percent of the world's people living in big cities, the problem of overpopulation is becoming a 

major concern. The International Council of Societies of Industrial Design (Icsid) promotes industrial design as thean-

swer to many urban problems. Icsid began the World Design Capital program in 2008. The program is held every two 

years to honor metropolitan areas that have successfully used design as a tool to improve the lives of city residents. In 

2013, Taipei was chosen to be the host city for this event in 2016. Taipei's plan to focus on sustainability with a balance 

between innovation and respect for nature impressed Icsid. This is what allows Taipei to be recognized as a true design 

leader.  

Taipei is truly a city driven by design. The officials chose the slogan “Adaptive City –Design in Motion” and 
devoted themselves to the preparation for the event. Planners considered how to deal with limited resources and how 

designcould help bring citizens a better quality of life. They also thought about ways to create a forward-looking city.  

In the end, sixteen projects were selected, and one by one, they have been presented to the public since 2013. One 

project uses smart technology to improve bus shelters, bus stops and traffic signals. In another, designers are working to 

make neighborhoods more attractive with creative store signs. Also, a city-wide, people-oriented walking systemis being 

developed. What's better, a “health and happiness park” provides many resources for senior citizens in the Taipei 

Expo Park.  

This year, we will see more design inspirations pop up all over Taipei. Taipei will prove that it is indeed qualified 

forthe title “World Design Capital.”  

(2)56.Which of the following is true about the World Design Capital program?  

(1)It has a history over a decade. (2)It is an international campaign. 

(3)Taipei is the third city to hold the event. (4)The city that wins the title changes every year. 

(4)57.What is the reason that Taipei is selected as a World Design Capital?  

(1)Its richness of natural resources.  (2)Its leading position in fashion design. 

(3)Its success in economic development.  (4)Its work on preserving the environment.  

(1)58.What is the theme that the 2016 event is based on?  

(1)Adaptive City –Design in Motion. (2)City with a Plan –Unique in Design. 
(3)City with a Plan –Design to Prosper. (4)Adaptive City –Design for Happiness. 

(1)59.Which of the following is NOT a selected work to promote Taipei?  

(1)The pet-friendly Taipei Da-an Park. (2)The people-oriented walking system. 

(3)The high-tech bus shelters and stops. (4)The creative store signs in neighborhoods. 

(1)Industrial. (3)International. 

(4)60.Which is closest in meaning to the word “urban” in the first paragraph?  

(2)Countryside. (4)Metropolitan. 


